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Abstract. The classical Hough transform, the generalized Hough
transforms, and their extensions are quite robust for detection of a
large class of objects that can be categorized as industrial parts.
These objects are rigid and have fixed shapes, i.e., different instances of the same object are more or less identical. These techniques, and indeed most current techniques, however, do not adequately handle shapes that are more flexible. These shapes are

The technique has been extended to detect curves3 and
arbitrary 2-D shapes.4 The generalized Hough transform
(GHT)4 is robust for rigid shapes with fixed scale and onentation. Brute-force techniques can be used to handle shapes
at different scales and orientations. Several approaches have
been proposed to accomplish this more efficiently.58 Along

widely found in nature and are characterizedby the fact that different

with these extensions the HT is quite robust for the recognition of a large class of objects that can be categorized as

instances of the same shape are similar, but not identical, e.g.,

industrial parts. These objects are rigid and have fixed shapes,

leaves and flowers. We present a new technique to recognize natural shapes, based on principal component analysis. A set of basis
shapes are obtained using principal component analysis. A Houghlike technique is used to detect the basis shapes. The results are
then combined to locate the shape in the image. Experimental resuits show that the approach is robust, accurate, and fast.

i.e., different instances of the same object are more or less

1 Introduction
The Hough transform (HT) was proposed to fit straight lines

to a set of planer points.' A direct application is to find straight

lines in images,2 a common operation in computer vision.
The HT uses an elegant technique to transform the problem
of finding collinear points to that of finding the intersection
of concurrent lines. The latter is computationally more efficient and, hence, the Hough transform has found widespread

use in computer vision.
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identical. The GHT with all these extensions, and indeed most

current techniques, still does not adequately handle shapes
that are more flexible. These shapes are widely found in
nature and are characterized by the fact that different instances of the same shape are similar, but not identical, e.g.,
leaves and flowers.
We present a technique to recognize natural shapes in
images. The approach is based on multiple template matching
using the GHT. The template set is generated from a general
set of shapes by the principal component analysis on a general
population. The advantage of this approach is that the basis
set of shapes used for detection is small and embodies most
of the variation in shapes. Experimental results indicate that

shapes can be detected accurately with this approach. The
detection time is reasonable and has room for improvement.
A similar approach has also been used to detect human face
silhouettes in images.9"° This work extends the approach to
detect general shapes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: A
brief discussion of the Hough-based approaches along with
Journal of Electronic Imaging/July 1993/ Vol. 2(3) /253
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their drawbacks is given in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 the motivation
and the approach used in this work for shape recognition is
described. The steps used in the principal component analysis
and the recognition process are presented in this section. An
estimation of accuracy of the approach is also given. Section
4 describes the implementation, the testing process, and the
results obtained. A detailed discussion of the results is also
presented. Finally, a summary and several avenues for future
research are given in Sec. 5.

Previous Work
The HT was designed to locate analytic curves in images.'
2

The original formulation was given for straight lines, but it
can be generalized for any analytic curve. The central idea
in the HT is to recast the problem from the image space to
the parameter space. The former is defined by the X — Y co-

ordinate system of the image and the latter is the space
spanned by the parameters. The HT transforms the problem
Fig. 1 Different instances of an industrial object: the model, scaled,
rotated, partially occluded, and partially deformed.
of finding collinear points in the image space to finding the
intersection of concurrent lines in the parameter space. The
latter is computationally more efficient and, hence, the Hough
transform has found widespread use in computer vision.
The main drawback of the classical HT is its time and
space requirements, particularly for complex shapes. The algorithm is exponential in the number of parameters in the
curve. This poses a serious implementational problem for
curves with more than a very small number of parameters.
Due to this difficulty, the classical HT is seldom used when
the number of parameters is more than two or three. The
generalized HT attempts to overcome these difficulties.
Merlin and Farber and Ballard4 extended the HT to make
it more general and computationally more efficient. Because
many shapes cannot be described by simple analytic curves,
the HT cannot be directly used. The GHT allows the shape
to be in any form. To make the approach computationally
Fig. 2 A family of curves representing a single object.
efficient, which is important in many computer vision applications, the GHT makes use of the orientation information
available in both the curve and the edge points in images.
The advantage of the GHT for general shapes is in its space
the problem, consider the shapes shown in Fig. 2. The shapes
requirement. The accumulator array has the same size as the
shown are instances of the same object—they are all ivy
image and, hence, is quite manageable. The time and space
leaves. Yet, Hough-like transforms typically do not recognize
complexities are superior to the classical Hough technique,
them easily, no matter which shape is used as the model. The
in which both are exponential.
primary reason is that for the Hough techniques to succeed
Principal component analysis has been used to recognize
there must be enough localities in the image that match ex1,12 Similar approaches have also been used to
human
actly with the model shape. In the example shown in Fig. 2,
detect human face silhouettes in images.9"°
this condition does not hold and, hence, the Hough techniques
are not effective.
2.1 Problems with the Hough-Based Approaches
This problem is encountered in many classes of objects.
Traditional Hough techniques have many good properties.
They include most natural objects, e.g. , leaves, flowers, tree
silhouettes, and human face silhouettes. For the GHT apFirst, they are computationally efficient and very effective in
proach to work, there must be enough subparts in the unrecognizing a wide variety of rigid shapes, which can be
known curve that match exactly with the corresponding parts
classified as industrial objects. These objects must conform
in the known curve. Most industrial objects usually adhere
to strict standards and, hence, different instances of the same
to this property. They have rigid shapes, and if an object does
object are more or less identical. Second, the techniques are
not match the model (almost) exactly, it is rejected.
effective even when parts of the object are missing or are
On the other hand, most natural shapes do not have this
deformed. If the objects are uniformly scaled or rotated,
property. Shapes perceptually grouped into one class are selHough-based techniques are also successful. Figure 1 shows
dom exact matches of each other. The shapes in Fig. 2 do
an industrial object and various instances of it that Houghnot match exactly in most places to a model shape, yet we
based techniques can adequately handle.
usually accept them to be the same object because the salient
However, if an object's shape has many variations, the
features of the shape are the same in all objects.
Hough-based techniques have major problems. To illustrate
254 /Journal of Electronic Imaging/July 1993/Vol. 2(3)
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Our goal was to be able to model the shape with a small
set of generic templates that could model all the variations
of the shapes, yet retain their salient features. This led to the
principal component analysis. A set of principal components
is derived from the analysis that can effectively model the
shapes. Principal components form the basis template set and
constitute the working set for the shape matcher. These basis
templates, called eigenshapes are used on a training set to
determine best threshold values for shape/nonshape discrimination. The tradeoffs involved in selecting a threshold can
also be determined.

component analysis provides a mechanism to represent the
shapes in this lower dimensional space.
Let the training set of shapes be {s1, s2 . s,} where each
s, the i 'th shape, is represented as an n2 X 1 vector. This set

3 Principal Component Analysis for Natural

is a maximum, subject to the following orthogonality constraints:

Shapes
Initial experiments in template matching and the straightforward application of GHT indicated that the shapes may
have wide variations, yet they are all similar in many respects.

To be successful these changes must be modeled. The main

of very large vectors can then be used for principal component

analysis, to derive a set of m orthonormal vectors, [u1, u2,
. . . , UrnI . This set best describes the variations in the shapes.
The i 'th vector is chosen such that

xi=i (us1)2

(1)

m11

tk=1 O- 1ifif1 1# kk
where u is the transpose of Uk. (Note: this notation is used

reason for the relative failure of the standard GHT is its
rigidity. A generic template set must be built that accounts

to denote the transpose of matrices for the rest ofthis section.)

for the most possible occunences of shapes while preserving
the uniqueness of the shape. Principal component analysis
provides a mechanism to achieve this.

eigenvalues, respectively, of the correlation matrix:

Principal component analysis, also called KarhunenLoeve(K-L) expansion,' '' is a technique used extensively
in signal processing.'5"6 It has also been used to model human face silhouettes'0 A set of shapes are represented by a
set of eigenshapes in this approach. The eigenshapes are the
eigenvectors of the correlation matrix of the shapes and can
be used to reconstruct the shapes. For some shapes (e.g.,
human faces), it is generally believed that the dimension of
the shape space is relatively low. ' ' ' '2 Thus the eigenshapes
provide a way to reduce the complexity of the problem by
projecting shapes into the space spanned by the eigenshapes.
Consider a set of m shapes (represented by the boundary)
S, 2 Sm algebraically, principal components are linear
combinations of the m shapes; geometrically, these represent

a new coordinate system obtained by rotating the original
system with S , 2
5rn as the coordinate axes. The new
axes represent the directions with maximum variation of the
shapes.
Often, there is a smaller set of size m' out of the total m
components that accounts for most of the variations. The m'
principal components can be used instead of the initial m
principal components. Thus the original data set of m shapes
is reduced to m' principal components. This analysis results
in a new coordinate system into which a shape can be mapped

by a small set of mutually independent coefficients.
The goal of this research is to detect shapes of natural
objects. The principal component analysis performed on a
set of shapes yields the eigenshapes that are used for recognition. This training set of shapes must be heterogeneous
to accommodate diversity in the shapes.

3. 1 Analysis
Let us assume that a shape 5, is represented by an n X n array

of bits. (It is typically not a square image, but the analysis
is similar.) Thus the shapes span a large dimensional (n2)
space in which each shape is represented by a single point.
The shapes form a cluster in a small neighborhood. This
cluster has a dimension much smaller than n2, and principal

•

The vectors u and scalars X, are the eigenvectors and

y=t=_m SS ,

(2)

where X = [s,, 2 SmI is an n2 X m matrix. Thus, XX satisfies the following property:

XXu u1

l

(3)

However, the matrix V is n2 X n2, and computing the eigen
system for such a large matrix is computationally impractical
for typical shapes, in which n is of the order of I OOs. Because
the number of data points in the shape space is small (i.e.,

m << n2), there is only a small set of (m, rather than n2)
meaningful eigenvectors. The m most significant eigenvectors can be obtained using the following analysis.
Consider another product Z defined as

z=xtx ,

(4)

.

.

where Z is an rn X m matrix. Its eigenvectors v1's and eigen-

values i s satisfy

Zv' = XtXv' = v

(5
k

1

Premultiplying Eq. (5) by X, we have
XXXv. = Xx.v.
11
XXt(X
k V1 —

(6)
V1

.

(7)

.

Equations (3) and (7) show that Xv s are the eigenvectors

of the matrix V = XXI. Thus if v is an eigenvector of

z = xtx then Xv is an eigenvector of Y = XXt. Since Z is an

m X m matrix, finding v,'s is more tractable. Then the eigenvectors of Y can be obtained with one matrix multiplication
operation.
With this analysis, the matrix Z [See Eq. (4)1 is first constructed and its m eigenvectors v,' s are then computed. These
vectors are then used to derive the eigenvectors u1' s of Y:
Journal of Electronic Imaging IJuly 1993 I VoL 2(3) /255
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Ui = Xvi

(8)

This analysis shows that the computation is now reduced
from the order of the size of the shape to the order of the
size of the training set. In practice, the training set is relatively

small (m <<n2). The eigenvalues obtained rank the contribution of the individual eigenshapes to their significance in
the training set. This enables the selection of m'(<m) eigenshapes that represent the most significant eigenvectors. Each
additional eigenshape means additional time spent in matching. Because extreme accuracy in reconstruction is usually
not necessary, the smaller set is adequate for most applications.

3.2 Regeneration of the Shapes

The eigenshapes represent the space spanned by all the

shapes. Hence, in principle, it should be possible to describe
any shape using the eigenshapes. In particular, it should be
possible to reconstruct the training set. Indeed, this can be
achieved using the following steps:

1. Project any given shape s onto the eigenshape space
to obtain the coefficients. These coefficients, called
weights, (w1's) are derived as follows:

i=1,2

m

(9\
')

The weights form a vector [w1, w2

2. The shape s can then be obtained by a linear combination of the eigenshapes with the weights as the coefficients:
m

s=

"'1O)

is a one-time expense. The steps in training are shown in
Fig. 3.
The shapes in the training set should be representative of

the whole class. Step 1, i.e., eigenshapes generation, was
explained in detail earlier (see Sec. 3.1). The last two steps
are explained next.

Threshold determination. The selection of thresholds for
shape/nonshape discrimination is critical to any GHT-based
approach. First, the GHT is used to generate the votes for
shapes and nonshapes in the training set. This is performed
for each eigenshape. For each eigenshape the distribution of
votes for the shape set and that for the nonshape set must be
compared to determine if there is sufficient difference between the two. Statistical tests like the t test'7 may be used
for this purpose. Figure 4 shows some sample distributions.
They show the numbered objects receiving a given number
of votes. The plots for the shapes are shown using dotted
lines and those for nonshapes by solid lines.
Assuming that the two distributions are significantly different, the next step is to select a threshold for shape/nonshape
discrimination for each eigenshape. It can be done empirically
by taking the mean of the means of the two distributions as
the threshold. However, if it is known that the two distributions are normal, better estimates can be found.
A distribution can be
tested
for normality using the stan•
•
.
17
a distribution is normal, its Q-Q plot should
dard x2test. If
approximately be a straight line. A systematic way for selecting the threshold and estimating the associated errors is
given in detail in Sec. 3.3.2.
•

Selection of significant eigenshapes. The principal
component analysis yields m eigenshapes, but in practice only
m'(<m) of them are sufficient to approximately represent all
the

points in the shape space. If the two distributions have

very little overlap and are separate [Fig. 4(a)], the eigenshape

3.3 Recognition
The motivation for using principal component analysis is the

generation of a generic template set to be used in recognition.
These eigenshapes are then used in the matching process. A
GHT-based approach is used to detect each eigenshape in a
given image. The results of matching for each eigenshape
are then combined to infer the presence or absence of the
given shape in the image. This process is divided into two
stages: (a) training phase and (b) recognition phase.
In the training phase, the eigenshapes are derived by means
of a set consisting of a variety of samples of a given shape.
These are then used to detect the shape in a set of images in
which the presence or absence of a shape is known. Because
a GHT-based approach is used, it is important to select good
threshold values for matching. It should be chosen to minimize errors in recognition. Some automatic techniques to
threshold determination are also described.
During recognition, a GHT-like approach is used to determine the response to each eigenshape. Classification of a
pattern as either a shape or a nonshape is based on the responses and the thresholds selected during training.

3.3.1

Training

The goal of training is twofold: (a) select the most significant

eigenshapes and (b) determine the thresholds associated with

them. It should be noted at the outset that the computation
256/Journal of Electronic Imaging/July 1993 / Vol. 2(3)

is a good discriminator. If, however, the distributions have
large overlapping areas, [Fig. 4(b)1 the conesponding eigenshape is not useful. The number of eigenshapes, determined
empirically, should be small, yet capable of modeling the
variations in the shapes.

3.3.2 Threshold selection
Figure 4 shows that typical distributions of votes for shape

images and nonshape images for an eigenshape overlap. This
makes the determination ofthe threshold value more difficult.
A lower threshold increases the chance of a nonshape being
classified as a shape. Conversely, a higher threshold increases
the probability of a shape being misclassified as a nonshape.
Hence, the threshold for each eigenshape must be carefully
selected.
For the analysis in this section, we consider the response
to a single eigenshape only. Assume that the observed mean
and variance of the votes for flf shapes, {f1 , f2
f}, are mf

and s, respectively. Similarly, let the observed mean and

variance of the votes for flf nonshapes, {f,f f, }, be

mf and s.

Our goal is to choose a threshold t such that if an unknown

pattern receives more votes, it will be classified as a shape
and vice versa. We select a value that is a weighted average
of the means of the two distributions:

t=wmf+(lw)mf ,

(11)

Natural shape detection based on principal component analysis

//

Input:

S{S1,S2,...,Sm}

Output:

ns= {flSl,fl82,...,fl3k} / Non-Shapes
SU{U1,U2,...,UmI} 1* Eigenshapes *1
t = {t1,t2,. . .,tms}
/ Thresholds

1* Shapes

/

BEGIN

1. u = PrincipaLComponent Analysis(s);
2. t = Compute.Threshold(s,ns,u);
3. su = Significant_Eigenshapes(u);
END
Fig. 3 The training algorithm.

2.5

1.5

0.5

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Voting distributions for two eigenshapes: (a) little overlap and are separate and (b) large overlapping areas.

where w is the weight factor.

Two types of errors can occur in the classification of a
pattern as a shape or a nonshape.

. False shape: A nonshape is classified as a shape,
i.e.,
'
the number of votes obtained by a
is greater
than the threshold t. Let the probability of such occurrence be denoted by Pf ':f . This is shown by the region

.

in the darker shade in Fig. 5.
False nonshape: A shape is classified as a nonshape if
the number of votes obtained by a shape f is less than
the threshold t. Let the probability of such an occurrence
be denoted by Pff '. This is shown by the lightly shaded
region in Fig. 5.

simultaneously minimized, and one must trade off one for
the other. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the total misclassification
error is the lowest if the threshold corresponds to the point
of intersection of the two curves. The point of intersection
of the normal distribution curves can be determined by solving the following equality:

Sf

—

exp

l
(t_mf\ ]

E

2
1

exp[_(t_m")
]
Sj / 1

Normal distribution. If the votes corresponding to each

which reduces to

eigenshape follow a normal distribution, better estimates for
the threshold can be found. In addition, it is possible to derive
approximate values for the probabilities for false classifica-

2

sf

1(2(2
L\ s

,/

\

/

(12)

(13)

tion (see Ref. 9 for details). Note that in our experiments
statistical tests show that the votes do follow normal distributions. The voting patterns corresponding to a single eigenshape are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5 shows the number
of objects receiving a given number of votes for that eigen-

optimal threshold t can be determined by using Eq. (13). This
threshold minimizes the total errors in the system. However,
if one requires that most of the shapes be correctly recognized

shape.
The choice of w [see Eq. (1 1)1 determines the two probabilities Pf 'f and Pf:f ' Clearly, both probabilities cannot be

and is prepared to accept that a higher probability of nonshapes are classified incorrectly, the value of w in Eq. (11)
can be chosen appropriately.

Given the values for mf, mf, sf, and Sf, the value for the

Journal of Electronic Imaging/July 1993/ VoL 2(3) /257
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Objects

Non -Shape

Shape

Votes

t
Fig. 5 Illustration of misclassification with two normal distributions.

Input:
Output:

Image[r x c]

{(x, y)}

/ * Scene Image *1

/* Locations of shapes in the image */

BEGIN
1.

Initialize.Accumulator(Accumulator);
/ * Collect votes at each point for each eigenshape *1

2. for each eigenshape, Uk E {u1, U2,.. ., Umi}

Collect _Votes(Image, Accumulator, k, rik)
3.

Locate.Shapes(Accumulator, t)

END
Fig. 6 The recognition algorithm.

3.3.3 Shape recognition
With the principal component analysis, a given shape is modeled as a set of m' eigenshapes. Each eigenshape in turn is
represented as a reference table that is used for the GHT. The
shape recognition algorithm uses a GHT-like procedure for
each eigenshape. Thus, each point in the image receives m'
votes, one for each eigenshape. Depending on the votes collected by the point in the image, the point is either marked

as a shape or a nonshape. The recognition algorithm is
sketched in Fig. 6. Because a point receives m' votes, the

accumulator A has a size of m' X rX c, in which the image
Um'} and the
size is rX c. The eigenshape set is {u1, u2
reference table for shape u is denoted by rt1. Let the set of
threshold values for shape/nonshape discrimination (see Sec.
3.3.2) for the eigenshapes be t={t1, t2, ..., t}.
Step 2 is similar to the traditional Hough vote collection
for a single shape in a given image. The k'th plane of the
accumulator stores the votes for the k'th eigenshape. The

"Locate_Shapes" procedure (step 3) determines which
258/Journal of Electronic Imaging/July 1993 / Vol. 2(3)

points in the image are to be labeled as matches for the given
shape. It compares the votes collected at each point for each

eigenshape with the corresponding threshold value. In the
ideal case, a point where the shape is located receives high
votes for each eigenshape and vice versa. In practice, however, it is rarely the case. Thus the decision process must be
more sophisticated. Two simple approaches are described
below: (a) majority vote and (b) average vote.
In the majority voting scheme, if a point receives votes
greater than the corresponding threshold for a majority of
eigenshapes, the point is classified as a shape point. The
average voting scheme measures the goodness of match between the subimage centered at a given point and the eigenshape. If a point receives votes v, for the eigenshape ii1, the
average vote for the point is
1v1)/m'. If the average vote
is greater than a suitable threshold, the point is classified as
a shape point. While the majority vote strategy is more space
and time efficient, both approaches are quite efficient in terms
of computation time.

Natural shape detection based on principal component analysis

Non-Shapes

Images

Eigenshapes

Thresholds

0

Fig. 7 Detailed layout of the training module.

4 Implementation and Results
This section presents the experimental results of the shape
recognition approach using principal components. The goal
of the recognition system is to distinguish a pattern that belongs to a class, i.e., a shape pattern, from a pattern that does
not, i.e. , a nonshape pattern.
The recognition system is composed of the training module and the recognition module. As explained before, during
training a set of shapes for a given class is obtained. Then
the eigenshapes and their conesponding thresholds for shape/
nonshape discrimination are computed. The recognition subsystem uses this knowledge to detect shapes in a given image
with the approach explained in Sec. 3.3.3.
The system is implemented on a SUN Sparcstation with
a SUN VideoPix 8-bit frame grabber and a Sony video camera. The images are 640 X 480 in size and are in SUN Raster
file format. Several software packages are used by different
parts of the system. They are IKS (image kernel system) from
the University of Utah; KBVision by Amerinex Artificial
Intelligence, Inc. ; and Mathematica by Wolfram Research
Inc. The system is written in the C programming language,
using some shell scripts.

4.1

Training

The training module performs four major functions: (a) it

obtains the set of shape and nonshape images to be used for
training, (b) it computes the outlines for the shapes, (c) it
computes the eigenshapes using the principal component
analysis, and (d) it selects the most significant eigenshapes
and determines their corresponding thresholds. The steps in
the training module are sketched in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 Some shapes used for training.

Image acquisition. For experimentation, a set of 32 leaves
of a particular type are selected. The shapes are approximately
centered in a well-lighted scene and the images are acquired
under these conditions. Except for these constraints, the ac-

quisition of the training set is very general. The nonshape
images are selected from an existing database of miscellaneous images.

Edge detection. The images for the shapes are converted
to outline images using edge detection. All the shapes are
scaled to their average size, 44 X 66. Some leaf shapes are
shown in Fig. 8.
Journal of Electronic Imaging/July 1993 / VoL 2(3)1259
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Fig. 9 Some eigenshapes generated by the pnncipal component analysis.

i!
100

(a)

200

300

400

(b)

Fig. 10 (a) A rejected eigenshape and (b) its response to the training set.

Principal component analysis. The images are represented as linear vectors. Mathematica software was used to
generate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues (see Sec. 3). The
eigenvectors correspond to the eigenshapes.
One of the problems with the eigenshapes obtained by the
principal component analysis is that they are gray-scale images. To use these with the GHT, they are thresholded to
derive the most significant boundary points. Some thresholded eigenshapes are shown in Fig. 9. The eigenshapes resemble the training set shapes fairly closely.

Significant eigenshape selection. The eigenshapes are
used as models for the shape, and they are used to obtain the
voting distributions for each known shape and nonshape image in the training set. The number of eigenshapes is reduced
260/Journal of Electronic Imaging/July 1993 / Vol. 2(3)

from 32 to 1 8 based on the overlap of shape and nonshape
vote distributions. The criteria for rejection are discussed in
detail in Sec. 3.3.1. Figures 10 and 1 1 show two eigenshapes
and the corresponding voting distributions.
Figure 10 shows that after the eigenshape is thresholded
the significant points leave many holes in the boundary, which

would no longer define the outline of a typical shape. This
is the reason for their failure to match shapes. Therefore, the
eigenshape in Fig. 10 is rejected. As a general rule, in the
case of the rejected eigenshapes, the probability of misclassification is high regardless of the choice of threshold.
In Fig. 1 1, there is a region of overlap between the shape
and nonshape distributions. However, a threshold that can
correctly classify most of the images does exist. This eigenshape on thresholding has the distinctive shape outline pre-

Natural shape detection based on principal component analysis

6

3

50

200

150

(a)

250

(b)

Fig. 11 (a) An accepted eigenshape and (b) its response to the training set.

Table 1 Voting pattern for some test images.
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served, even though it is not continuous. Hence, the eigenshape in Fig. 1 1 is significant and, hence, is accepted.
Threshold selection for each of the 18 significant eigenshapes is performed by the analysis given in Sec. 3.3.1. The
value of w was chosen to be 0.5, i.e., the threshold was the
mean of the two means (shape and nonshape). Thresholds
for some of the eigenshapes are shown in Table 1 (in parentheses below the eigenshape index).

The class of shapes given in the training set is now represented by the set of significant eigenshapes. The reference
tables for each significant eigenshape is computed and is
stored. They are used with the GHT during recognition.

4.2

Recognition

A new set of shapes and nonshapes were used for testing the
effectiveness of the recognition system. A detailed layout of
Journal of Electronic Imaging/July 1993/ Vol. 2(3)1261
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Fig. 12 Detailed layout of the recognition module.

the recognition subsystem is given in Fig. 12. The eigenshapes and the corresponding thresholds for the eigenshapes
were generated in the training stage.
A total of 92 shape images were used. All the shapes were
obtained under conditions similar to those in training. A set

of 56 general images (nonshape) was also included in the
test set. The set consisted of images with different types of
leaves in addition to images that had no leaves. Some test
shapes and nonshapes are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.
Vote collection for each eigenshape was performed by a
GHT-like counting algorithm. Table 1 shows a sample voting
table for 10 shapes and 10 nonshapes.

Both the majority vote scheme and the average vote
scheme were used for the final classification. The system
performed well with both the strategies. The success rate for
nonfaces for both schemes was 98%, and each misclassified
only one nonshape. The majority scheme correctly detected
96% of the test shapes, while the average vote scheme was
94% accurate. The overall success rates for the two schemes
were 97 and 95%, respectively.
The recognition time was relatively small. The time for
edge detection was negligible and recognition time was approximately 20 s. The recognition time can be improved by
optimizing the modules and also by reducing the number of
significant eigenshapes.

5 Summary and Future Research
Most current techniques to recognize natural shapes are in-

effective and inconsistent. The main reason for this is that
the natural shapes are not rigid. A new approach to shape
recognition is presented in this paper. The approach is based
on multiple template matching using a Hough-like transform.
The variations in the shape are represented in a template set
that is generated from a general set of shapes using the prin-

cipal component analysis. Experimental results show that
shapes can be detected accurately using this approach.
262/Journal of Electronic Imaging/July 1993/Vol. 2(3)

The major deficiency in the current system is that it does
not incorporate scaling and rotation. Existing approaches can
be dovetailed into the system without much difficulty, e.g.,
the scheme to incorporate scaling in GHT given in Ref. 7.
Future directions for research include testing the approach

with larger test sets as well as with other natural classes of
shapes, e.g. , flowers, trees, etc. More thorough testing with
a larger test set will lead to more accurate values for the
thresholds and will reduce the margin for errors. We also
intend to explore systematic and automatic methods to reduce
the set of significant eigenshapes.
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